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Abstract
Determining whether the edges of an input graph G can be partitioned into k-stars is NP-complete. However, with some
extra information, we can convert this to a 5ow problem, giving both a polynomial algorithm, and a strong theoretical
tool.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Star designs
If S and G are graphs, an S-design on G is a set of subgraphs of G, called the blocks of the design, each isomorphic
to S, and with the property that every edge of G is in exactly one block. For example, if S = K3 and G = Kn, then an
S-design on G is a Steiner triple system.
For 1xed S, here is a computational decision problem, S-DESIGN:
Input: A graph G.
Question: Is there on S-design on G?
Obviously, S-DESIGN is in the class NP. Even for the subproblem where the input graph G is restricted to be a simple
graph (i.e., no loops or multiple edges), it has been shown (see [1]) that the problem is NP-complete if at least one
component of S has at least three edges.
Our concern here in when S is the k-star Sk , this is the complete bipartite graph Sk = K1; k , with k + 1 vertices, and k
edges. One vertex, called the center of the star, is adjacent to the other k vertices. (When k=1, either of the two vertices
may be arbitrarily declared the center.)
For k ¡ 2, the problem Sk -DESIGN is trivial. For k = 2, there is a polytime algorithm: For each input G, if G has
loops, output NO and stop. Otherwise, form the graph H as follows. The vertices of H are the edges of G, and two
vertices of H are adjacent if the corresponding edges of G form an S2. (If G is simple, H is its line graph.) An S2-design
on G corresponds to a perfect matching in H , and the classic [2] gives a polynomial algorithm for determining whether
a given input graph has a perfect matching. And for k¿ 3, Sk -DESIGN is NP-complete, as we have observed.
Given an Sk -design on G = (V; E), we de1ne its central function c : V → N (= the set of non-negative integers) as
follows. For each v∈V , c(v) is the number of blocks of the design whose center is v. So k∑v∈V c(v)= (G), the number
of edges of G.
Consider the following decision problem, CENTRAL STAR DESIGN:
Input: k ∈N, a graph G = (V; E), and a function c : V → N.
Question: Is there a k-star design on G whose centered function is c?
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We have two goals here, to give a polytime algorithm for CENTRAL STAR DESIGN, and to prove the following
result:
Theorem 1. (The real truth about star designs) Let k ∈N, let G=(V; E) be a loopless graph, let c :V → N. Then there
is a k-star design on G with central function c if and only if:
(i) k
∑
v∈V c(v) = (G)
(ii) for all {x; y}∈ ( V2 ), (xy)6 c(x) + c(y)
(iii) for all S ⊆ V ,
k
∑
v∈S
c(v)6 (S) +
∑
x∈S
y∈V\S
min(c(x); (xy)):
Here ( V2 ) denotes the set of 2-element subsets of V , (xy) denotes the number of edges of G whose two ends are x
and y (so (xx) = 0), and (S) denotes the number of edges of G with both ends in S.
2. Multi-stars, orientations, and necessity
If n; a1; a2; : : : ; an ∈N, the multi-star S(a1; a2; : : : ; an) is de1ned as follows. It has vertices vi, 06 i6 n. For each
16 i6 n, there are ai edges joining v0 to vi. Of course, v0 is called the center of the star. We leave the proof of the
following lemma as an exercise for the reader:
Lemma 1. There is an Sk -design on S(a1; a2; : : : ; an) if and only if, for some b∈N, kb =
∑n
i=1 ai, and ai6 b for each
16 i6 n.
In constructing Sk designs on G, we will 1rst partition the edges of G into multi-stars, one centered at each vertex of
G, and then use Lemma 1 to further partition each multi-star into k-stars.
This is best described in terms of digraphs. Any Sk -design on G gives rise to an orientation of G as follows. For each
edge e of G, 1nd the unique block S of the design containing e, and orient e with its tail at the center of S. As a partial
converse, each orientation of G gives rise to a partition of the edges of G into multi-stars, one centered at each vertex v
of G: just take all the edges oriented with their tails at v. But Lemma 1 gives us the full converse:
Theorem 2. Let k ∈N, let G = (V; E) be a loopless graph, let c :V → N. Then there is a k-star design on G with
central function c if and only if G has an orientation satisfying
(i) each vertex v∈V has outdegree kc(v),
(ii) for every ordered pair (x; y) of distinct vertices of G, the number of edges oriented from x to y is at most c(x).
At this point, we can prove that the conditions in Theorem 1 are necessary.
We have observed (i) of Theorem 1 is necessary. As for (ii), note that each of the (xy) edges between x and y must
be in a star of the design, these (xy) stars must be distinct, and each is centered at either x or y.
Turning to (iii), the left-hand side counts the total number of tails of arcs at the vertices of S in the associated
orientation. Each of the (S) edges with both ends in S contributes 1 to this sum, accounting for the term (S) on the
right-hand side of (iii). The remaining contribution to the right-hand side come from arcs whose tail is at a vertex x∈ S,
and whose head is at a vertex y∈V\S. But both c(x) and (xy) are upper bounds on the number of such arcs.
3. The network
Here is our strategy. Given k, G and c, we will construct a network N with integer capacities. Feasible integer-valued
5ows on N of value (G) will correspond precisely to orientations of G satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2. As there
is a polytime algorithm for determining if such a 5ow exists, and 1nding one if it does, this will deliver the 1rst of
our two goals. In the next section, we will use the integer max-5ow min-cut Theorem to prove Theorem 1, our second
goal. (See, for example, [4] for a complete description of all network 5ow de1nitions, theorems and algorithms alluded
to above.)
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So we are given k, G and c as in Theorems 1 and 2, and we assume condition (i) of Theorem 1. We seek an orientation
of G satisfying (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.
As we construct the network N below, we will interpret the values of a feasible integer-valued 5ow f on N in terms
of the sought after orientation of G.
For each x∈V , N will have a vertex vx. For each unordered pair {x; y}∈ ( V2 ) of distinct vertices of G, N will have
a vertex vxy. For each ordered pair (x; y) of distinct vertices of G, N will have an arc ex;y with tail vx, head vxy, and
capacity c(x). The 5ow value f(ex;y) will be the number of edges of G with ends x and y that are to be oriented from
x to y, so the capacity c(x) on ex;y re5ects condition (ii) of Theorem 2.
N has two additional vertices, a source s and a sink t. For each x∈V , N has an arc ex with tail s, head vx, and
capacity kc(x). As ex is the only arc whose head is vx, the 5ow conditions force f(ex) =
∑
y =x f(ex;y), i.e., f(ex) is the
outdegree of x in the orientation. So condition (i) of Theorem 2 explains the capacity kc(x) on ex. There is a problem
here, we actually want f(ex) = kc(x), not just f(ex)6 kc(x); we will address this problem soon.
For each unordered pair {x; y}∈ ( V2 ) of distinct vertices of G, N has an arc exy with tail vxy, head t, and capacity
(xy). Now vxy the head of exactly two arcs of N , namely ex;y and ey;x, and is the tail of just exy. So the 5ow conditions
at Vxy demand that
f(ex;y) + f(ey;x) = f(exy);
that is, f(exy) represents the total number of edges with ends x and y that have received an orientation. This accounts
for the capacity (xy) on exy. Again, we have this problem, we really want f(exy) = (xy), not just f(exy)6 (xy).
But the sum of all the capacities of arcs into t is obviously (G), so if we insist that f have value (G), that will
force f(exy) = (xy) for all {x; y}∈ ( V2 ). Further, the sum of all the capacities on arcs from s is k
∑
x∈V c(x) = (G) by
condition (i) of Theorem 1, so again we will force f(ex) = kc(x) for all x∈V . To conclude:
Theorem 3. Let k, G and c be as in Theorems 1 and 2, satisfying (i) of Theorem 1. Then G has an orientation satisfying
(i) and (ii) of Theorem 2 if and only if the network N has a feasible integer-valued 8ow of value (at least) (G).
We have proved that CENTRAL STAR DESIGN is in the class P. Now we proceed to prove Theorem 2.
4. Applying the max-"ow min-cut theorem
Since every capacity on N is a non-negative integer, by the integer max-5ow min-cut theorem, the required 5ow f
exists if and only if every cut in N has capacity at least (G).
Recall that C is a cut in N if C is a subset of the vertices of N containing the source s, and not containing the sink
t. The capacity of the cut C is the sum of the capacities of all the arcs of N whose tail is in C, and whose head is not.
A typical cut in our N has the form C = {s} ∪ I ∪ J , where I ⊆ V and J ⊆ ( V2 ). Let LI = V\I , and LJ = ( V2 )\J . Arcs e
with tails in C and heads not in C are of three types.
Type 1: e = ex, x∈ LI .
Type 2: e = ex;y, x∈ I , {x; y}∈ LJ .
Type 3: e = exy, {x; y}∈ J .
So the capacity of C is given by
cap(C) = k
∑
x∈ LI
c(x) +
∑
(x;y)∈V×V
x =y
x∈I
{x;y}∈ LJ
c(x) +
∑
{x;y}∈J
(xy):
Since k
∑
x∈V c(x) = (G), we may write the critical inequality (G)6 cap(C) as
(∗) k
∑
x∈I
c(x)6W (I; J );
where
W (I; J ) =
∑
(x;y)∈V×V
x =y
x∈I
{x;y}∈ LJ
c(x) +
∑
{x;y}∈J
(xy):
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Table 1
Contribution by {x; y} to W (I; J )
{x; y}∈ J {x; y} ∈ J
{x; y} ⊆ I (xy) c(x) + c(y)
x∈ I; y∈ LI (xy) c(x)
{x; y} ⊆ LI (xy) 0
Let us 1x our attention on some 1xed I ⊆ V . We do not need to check (∗) for all J ⊆ ( V2 ), but only for some J ⊆ ( V2 )
that minimizes W (I; J ). To evaluate this minimum, we note that each {x; y}∈ ( V2 ) makes a contribution to W (I; J ), and
the contribution depends both on whether {x; y} is in J or not, and how {x; y} stands in relation to I as shown in
Table 1.
So if {x; y} ⊆ I , we should put {x; y} in J by (ii) of Theorem 1, for a contribution of (xy) to W (I; J ). And if x∈ I ,
y∈ LI , we should put {x; y} in J if (xy)6 c(x), and in LJ if c(x)6 (xy), for a contribution of min((xy); c(x)) to
W (I; J ). Finally, if {x; y} ⊆ LI , we should put {x; y} in LJ , for a contribution of 0 to W (I; J ).
Thus the minimum value of W (I; J ) is
∑
{x;y}⊆I x =y (xy) +
∑
x∈I y∈ LI min((xy); c(x)). But now (∗) is condition (iii)
of Theorem 1, with I = S.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
Luis Goddyn [3] has suggested these results could be obtained using matroid sums (again, see [4]) rather than network
5ows. We have veri1ed this to be true.
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